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The �-adrenergic signaling pathway regulates cardiac
myocyte contractility through a combination of feedfor-
ward and feedback mechanisms. We used systems analy-
sis to investigate how the components and topology of this
signaling network permit neurohormonal control of exci-
tation-contraction coupling in the rat ventricular myo-
cyte. A kinetic model integrating �-adrenergic signaling
with excitation-contraction coupling was formulated, and
each subsystem was validated with independent bio-
chemical and physiological measurements. Model analy-
sis was used to investigate quantitatively the effects of
specific molecular perturbations. 3-Fold overexpression
of adenylyl cyclase in the model allowed an 85% higher
rate of cyclic AMP synthesis than an equivalent overex-
pression of �1-adrenergic receptor, and manipulating the
affinity of Gs� for adenylyl cyclase was a more potent
regulator of cyclic AMP production. The model predicted
that less than 40% of adenylyl cyclase molecules may be
stimulated under maximal receptor activation, and an
experimental protocol is suggested for validating this pre-
diction. The model also predicted that the endogenous
heat-stable protein kinase inhibitor may enhance basal
cyclic AMP buffering by 68% and increasing the apparent
Hill coefficient of protein kinase A activation from 1.0 to
2.0. Finally, phosphorylation of the L-type calcium chan-
nel and phospholamban were found sufficient to predict
the dominant changes in myocyte contractility, including
a 2.6� increase in systolic calcium (inotropy) and a 28%
decrease in calcium half-relaxation time (lusitropy). By
performing systems analysis, the consequences of molec-
ular perturbations in the �-adrenergic signaling network
may be understood within the context of integrative cel-
lular physiology.

In the cardiac myocyte, the �-adrenergic signaling network
responds to the catecholamines norepinephrine and epineph-

rine, providing coordinated control of contractility, metabolism,
and gene regulation (1, 2). These actions are initiated by �-ad-
renergic receptor coupling with Gs and subsequent stimulation
of adenylyl cyclase, which synthesizes the classical second mes-
senger cyclic AMP. Cyclic AMP promotes dissociation of the
protein kinase A (PKA)1 holoenzyme, whose catalytic subunits
phosphorylate a wide spectrum of target proteins. The �-adre-
nergic control of cardiac contractility is believed to be domi-
nated by PKA phosphorylation of the L-type calcium channel
and phospholamban (3), important players in the regulation of
calcium dynamics and transport. Although this network medi-
ates the contractile response to catecholamines in the healthy
myocyte, altered �-adrenergic signaling may also play an in-
completely understood role in the progression of heart failure
(1, 3).

Modules in this network have received considerable atten-
tion as possible therapeutic targets in congestive heart failure,
including �-receptors, adenylyl cyclase (4), and phospholamban
(5). Recent studies (6–8) suggest an important role of compart-
mentation in signaling specificity. Whereas fluorescent probes
(9–11) and biophysical measurements (5, 12) allow dynamic
responses to be recorded in intact cells, the growing complexity
of signaling networks complicates the intuitive interpretation
of observed physiological responses in terms of the underlying
molecular processes.

To probe the functional interactions of signaling networks in
the context of integrative cellular physiology, systems level
modeling and analysis will be valuable. Because the work of
Hodgkin and Huxley in 1952 (13), ionic models of cell electro-
physiology have complemented experimental research and
helped in the formulation of new biological hypotheses (14).
Recent large scale efforts such as the Alliance for Cellular
Signaling have identified systems modeling as essential for a
comprehensive understanding of signaling networks and the
response to genetic and pharmacological perturbations (15).

Whereas portions of the mammalian �-adrenergic signaling
network have been modeled mathematically in neurons and
HEK-293 cells (16, 17), no analysis has modeled and validated
an entire pathway from ligand to effectors so that neurohor-
monal regulation of cell physiology can be predicted. Here we
use a systems model to investigate how the topology and inter-
acting components in the �-adrenergic signaling network con-
tribute to the control of cardiac myocyte contractility. Valida-
tion against a wide range of independent experimental data
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including cyclic AMP, phosphorylation, and calcium and elec-
trophysiological assays demonstrate excellent consistency on a
number of functional levels. The kinetic model was used to
perform systematic in silico perturbations to the �-adrenergic
network, whose interpretations show potential in molecular
therapeutic analysis, experimental design, and the identifica-
tion of signaling control mechanisms. These systems analyses
provide a framework for a more integrated understanding of
the �-adrenergic signaling mechanisms that control cardiac
myocyte contractility.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A differential algebraic model of �1-adrenergic signaling in the car-
diac myocyte was formulated using the singular perturbation method
(18), which decomposed the network into characteristic time scales.
Sub-networks with dynamics on very fast time scales (�0.1 s) were
assumed to be at quasi-equilibrium (e.g. binding reactions) and repre-
sented by algebraic equations, whereas sub-networks with very slow
dynamics (�10 min) were assumed to be time-invariant (e.g. receptor
internalization and gene expression). Remaining differential equations
utilized standard rate laws such as mass action and Michaelis-Menten
kinetics. Examples of differential and algebraic equations from the
model are shown below, describing the rate of change of total GTP-
bound Gs� (Eq. 1) and the amount of GTP-bound Gs� that is bound
transiently to adenylyl cyclase (Eq. 2),

d��Gs�GTPtot��

dt
� kgact��RG� � �LRG�� � khyd�Gs�GTPtot� (Eq. 1)

�Gs�GTPtot� � �Gs�GTP� � �Gs�GTP:AC� � 0 (Eq. 2)

Parameters were obtained from the literature whenever possible and
generally measured in vitro with purified components or measured in
rat ventricular myocytes (56 parameters). The remaining parameters
were constrained using independent experimental data from the liter-
ature (11 parameters). The signaling network consisted of 37 differen-
tial and 12 algebraic equations. All equations and parameters from the
signaling network model are provided in the Supplemental Material.

Recent experimental techniques have enabled quantification of sig-
naling specificity and speed afforded by protein complexation and scaf-
folding (10, 19). To capture the essence of these results within a tradi-
tional framework, we have introduced a coefficient �, which modifies the
effective concentration of proteins for reactions between members of a
protein complex or microdomain, where [X]effective � � [X]. This coeffi-

cient can be measured experimentally as the ratio of time constants
without and with complexation, or � � �free/�cmplx. For the current
model, a constant value of � � 10 was used, based on fluorescence
resonance energy transfer experiments used in conjunction with flash
photolysis of caged cyclic AMP (10). This approach was used to model
localization of type II PKA, protein phosphatase-1, and protein phos-
phatase-2A to the LCC and protein phosphatase-1 to PLB.

The calcium handling and electrophysiology portion of the model was
based on an extension of the Luo-Rudy model (20), modified for the
rabbit ventricular myocyte (LabHEART) (21). Here this model was
adapted to simulate the rat ventricular myocyte using experimental
calcium handling data (3) and previously described formulations for the
L-type calcium channel (22), transient outward, and steady-state po-
tassium currents (23). The resulting model was stable and exhibited
positive excitation-contraction coupling gain and a negative force-fre-
quency relationship (not shown), as seen experimentally in rat ventric-
ular myocytes (3). The complete signaling, calcium handling, and elec-
trophysiology model was implemented with the Rosenbrock stiff solver
in Berkeley Madonna (www.berkeleymadonna.com).

RESULTS

Formulation and Validation of Functionally Integrated Mod-
els—We developed a kinetic model of �-adrenergic signaling,
calcium handling, and electrophysiology in the cardiac myocyte
(Fig. 1). Briefly, the model describes agonist stimulation of
�1-adrenergic receptor, activation of Gs protein, cyclic AMP syn-
thesis by AC, cyclic AMP degradation by phosphodiesterase, PKA
subunit activation and dissociation, phosphorylation of impor-
tant target proteins phospholamban (PLB) and the L-type cal-
cium channel (LCC), and �-adrenergic receptor kinase and
PKA-mediated �1-adrenergic receptor desensitization.

Type I PKA, the dominant PKA in the rat ventricular myo-
cyte, diffuses throughout the cytosol. A population of A kinase
anchoring protein-bound type II PKA is localized near the
L-type calcium channel, along with a fraction of protein phos-
phatase-1 and protein phosphatase-2A (3). Control of the SR
Ca2	-ATPase by PLB is achieved by regulating the Ca2	 affin-
ity of the pump, whereas control of the LCC is achieved by
regulating channel availability and a state transition that af-
fects channel open probability. As shown in Fig. 1a, PLB and
LCC act as key connections between �-adrenergic signaling
and excitation-contraction coupling in the model. The specific

FIG. 1. Schematics of the �-adrenergic network and signaling mechanisms in the model. a, schematic of integrated model components,
including the �1-adrenergic network, calcium handling, and electrophysiology of the rat ventricular myocyte. b, network topology and reaction
mechanisms in the �-adrenergic signaling model. Single-headed filled arrows denote kinetics; single-headed empty arrows denote enzyme catalysis,
and double-headed arrows denote quasi-equilibrium reactions. NE, norepinephrine; Iso, isoproterenol; �1-AR, �1-adrenergic receptor; �ARK,
�-adrenergic receptor kinase; AC, adenylyl cyclase; Fsk, forskolin; PDE, phosphodiesterase; PKA, protein kinase A; RIC/RIIC, type I/II PKA
holoenzyme (b only); PKI, heat-stable protein kinase inhibitor; PP1, protein phosphatase-1; PP2A, protein phosphatase-2A; I1, inhibitor-1; PLB,
phospholamban; LCC, L-type calcium channel; SERCA, sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2	-ATPase; RyR, ryanodine receptor.
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reaction schemes modeled are shown in Fig. 1b, with single-
headed filled arrowheads denoting kinetics, single-headed
empty arrowheads denoting enzyme catalysis, and double-
headed arrowheads denoting quasi-equilibrium reactions. For
example, PKA-mediated phosphorylation of �1-adrenergic re-
ceptor to �1-AR_S301 is modeled kinetically (single-headed
filled arrowheads) with facilitation by PKA (single-headed
empty arrowheads). On the other hand, ligand (L) binding to
�1-adrenergic receptor to form the complex L��1-adrenergic
receptor is modeled as a quasi-equilibrium reaction, which has
double-headed filled arrowheads. Integrated with a model of
rat ventricular myocyte calcium handling and electrophysiol-
ogy, the functional role of these signaling networks can be
investigated.

The model was validated with a wide range of experimental
data (plotted as circles) from the literature (Fig. 2). The model
reproduces the temporal response to �-adrenergic agonist iso-
proterenol with partial adaptation due to desensitization (Fig.
2a) (9, 24) over a wide range of agonist concentrations (Fig. 2b,
dashed line). When phosphodiesterase is inhibited so that cy-
clic AMP accumulation is a more direct measure of AC activity
(Fig. 2b), cyclic AMP accumulation in the model (solid line)
agrees well with experimental data (filled circles) with 3-isobu-
tyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX) (25). Tests of PKA activation
(Fig. 2, c and d) with (dotted line) and without (solid line) the
heat-stable protein kinase inhibitor (PKI) demonstrate a cyclic
AMP-stimulated activation/dissociation relationship consistent
with experimental data (circles) measured at physiological
PKA concentrations (26). Numerical experiments also show
consistent relationships between agonist concentration and
phosphorylation targets, particularly PLB phosphorylation
(Fig. 2e) (27) and single channel measurements of the LCC
such as channel availability and open probability (not shown).
Finally, the entire functionally integrated model was validated
against measured changes in whole cell patch-clamped calcium
currents (Fig. 2f), calcium transients (Fig. 2g), and action po-
tential (Fig. 2h) in response to 1 	M isoproterenol (dotted lines)
(3, 28, 29). Isoproterenol stimulation causes an increase in
calcium transient magnitude (control, 0.66 	M, versus isoprot-
erenol, 1.71 	M), a decrease in diastolic calcium concentration
(control, 0.14 	M, versus isoproterenol, 0.10 	M), a decrease in
half-relaxation time t1⁄2 of the calcium transient (control, 117
ms, versus isoproterenol, 85 ms), an increase in SR Ca2	 load
(control, 96 	mol/liter cytosol, versus isoproterenol, 168 	mol/
liter cytosol), and an increase in APD80 (control, 30 ms, versus
isoproterenol, 42 ms). These results represent stringent tests of
model consistency, providing confidence in the utility of the
model for generating and testing biological hypotheses.

Analysis of Potential and Novel Molecular Therapeutics—A
number of potential gene therapies have been proposed to
modify �-adrenergic signaling at the receptor or adenylyl cy-
clase level, and these efforts have seen some success in animal
models of heart failure (4). However, these approaches are
hindered by difficulties in predicting the systemic effects of an
acute perturbation and systematically identifying potential al-
ternatives. Cellular systems modeling may serve as a useful
tool for analysis and design of molecular therapeutics.

Here we compare model analyses of receptor overexpression,
adenylyl cyclase overexpression, and a novel potential pharma-
cological alternative. This alternative therapy, motivated by
model analysis, involves increasing the affinity for G�s-GTP
and adenylyl cyclase (1/KGs�), similar to the action of forskolin.
The ability of 3-fold increases in AC expression (Fig. 3a, dashed
line), �1-adrenergic receptor expression (dotted line), and �s-
GTP/AC affinity (dashed-dotted line) to affect isoproterenol-
stimulated adenylyl cyclase activity was assessed in the pres-

ence of 1 mM IBMX. In addition, equipotent (as determined as
in Fig. 3a) treatments (Fig. 3b; 1.5
 AC, dashed line; 1.8

�1-adrenergic receptor, dotted line; 1.9
 1/KGs�, dashed-dotted
line) were tested for the undesired side effect of increased basal
cyclic AMP content, which may lead to a hypertrophic response
(4). Equipotent treatments appeared to elevate basal cyclic
AMP content similarly. The results from Fig. 3, a and b, are
qualitatively consistent with experimental data from trans-
genic mice overexpressing AC5 or �-adrenergic receptor (30,
31).

When comparing equal magnitude treatments (3-fold over-
expression or 3-fold increase in affinity), adenylyl cyclase over-
expression appears to be the most effective at increasing iso-
proterenol response with minimal side effects. Although

FIG. 2. Experimental validation. a, temporal response of cyclic
AMP accumulation to 10 nM isoproterenol. b, concentration dependence
of cyclic AMP accumulation to isoproterenol, with (solid line) and with-
out (dashed line) 0.1 mM phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX. c, concen-
tration dependence of PKA activation to cyclic AMP, with (dashed line)
and without (solid line) 60 nM PKI. d, Hill plot of PKA activation with
(dotted line) and without (solid line) PKI, where f is the fraction of PKA
activation (same data as c). e, concentration dependence of phospho-
lamban phosphorylation to isoproterenol. f, whole cell patch-clamped
calcium current (holding potential at �80 mV, step to 0 mV) with
(dotted line) and without (solid line) 1 	M isoproterenol. g, calcium
transient and h action potential (1 Hz) with (dotted line) and without
(solid line) 1 	M isoproterenol. Results in a–e show direct comparison
with published experimental data (filled or empty circles) (9, 24–27),
whereas results in f–h are consistent with experimental measurements
(3, 28, 29).
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greater receptor overexpression is possible, this comes at the
cost of intolerably high basal cyclic AMP content due to consti-
tutively activated receptors and other undesired effects. In-
creasing the affinity of Gs� and adenylyl cyclase by pharmaco-
logical means seems to have an effect similar to receptor
overexpression. Such a strategy may have some advantages: 1)
small molecule agents may be preferred to gene therapy, 2)
lead optimization can be used to fine-tune the properties of the
drug, and 3) the drug may be specifically targeted to certain
microdomains, using compartmentation to minimize undesired
increase in basal cyclic AMP content (Fig. 3b). Although a
thorough consideration of compartmentation and cross-talk
with other pathways may be required for a more comprehen-
sive understanding, this analysis demonstrates the potential
for models in analyzing the design goals and tradeoffs pre-
sented by many alternative therapeutic targets.

Model-driven Experimental Design—Systems models pres-
ent opportunities to design new experiments and formulate
novel hypotheses, as illustrated recently by Hoffmann et al.
(32). By using our model, we demonstrate a simple experimen-
tal design to estimate the fractional activation of adenylyl
cyclase, which may prove to be useful in understanding the
mechanisms by which cyclic AMP signaling is controlled.

Whereas adenylyl cyclase has been described as stoichiomet-
rically limiting in cyclic AMP metabolism (33) (motivating tar-
get selection for gene therapy), preliminary modeling indicated
that under physiological conditions only a small fraction of
adenylyl cyclase may be activated. This paradoxical result sug-
gests that receptor overexpression and the novel pharmacolog-
ical therapy proposed above may function by increasing the
fraction of adenylyl cyclase molecules that bind Gs�. A physi-
ologically low fractional adenylyl cyclase activation is consist-
ent with the finding that very high receptor overexpression
levels are able to maximally stimulate adenylyl cyclase (31).
Lacking methods to measure fractional adenylyl cyclase acti-
vation experimentally, we have designed a protocol to estimate
this quantity indirectly, and we show that simulated results
are linearly proportional to the actual fractional activation of
adenylyl cyclase, suggesting a useful experimental protocol.

This strategy would take advantage of the ability of cholera
toxin to prevent the hydrolysis of GTP from Gs� or the resist-

ance to hydrolysis of synthetic derivatives GTP�S and
Gpp(NH)p. In Fig. 4a, the cyclic AMP response to 1 	M isopro-
terenol with and without reduced GTP hydrolysis is success-
fully validated with experimental data from Chung et al. (34).
Agonist-stimulated activation of Gs�, coupled with the preven-
tion of GTP hydrolysis by cholera toxin, keeps a large amount
of Gs� in the GTP-bound state, causing near-maximal frac-
tional activation of available adenylyl cyclase molecules (here
90% before desensitization).

These results suggest that one could estimate fractional AC
activation with a simple protocol involving cholera toxin. Pos-
itive control cells are given a maximally effective (�300 ng/ml)
dose of cholera toxin and nonspecific phosphodiesterase inhib-
itor IBMX (�1 mM) together with a high concentration of ago-
nist (�10 	M isoproterenol). The experiment is terminated at 3
min to minimize the effect of receptor desensitization, and
cyclic AMP is measured to determine the AC activity at maxi-
mal fractional AC activation. In parallel, the protocol is per-
formed with or without cholera toxin and various doses of
agonist or other pharmacological agents to compare with the
positive control. By normalizing the measured cyclic AMP for
each run by the results from the positive control (agonist 	
cholera toxin), an index of AC activation is obtained that cor-
relates closely with the true fractional AC activation.

We performed a numerical experiment to test whether a good
estimate of fractional AC activation would be obtained with the
above protocol (Fig. 4b). Over a wide range of agonist concen-
trations (0.1 nM to 10 	M isoproterenol) with (dotted line) and
without (solid line) cholera toxin, we found a linear relation-
ship between fractional AC activation and the normalized cy-
clic AMP accumulation. Fig. 4b demonstrates that in physio-
logical conditions, fractional activation of AC at 3 min may be
limited to a range between 5 and 26%, with a maximum acti-
vation of less than 40%. This finding suggests a possible role for
currently uncharacterized natural or synthetic regulatory mol-
ecules to increase AC stimulation.

Control Mechanisms in Cyclic AMP and Calcium Signal-
ing—Whereas �-adrenergic signaling in the cardiac myocyte is
one of the best characterized of mammalian signaling net-
works, the systems model presents an opportunity for analyses
that may be difficult to predict or measure experimentally. The
model is especially useful for predicting the effects of molecular
interventions on a systems level relevant to whole cell function.

To examine the role of cyclic AMP buffering in cellular func-
tion, we examined the concentration dependence of cyclic AMP
to isoproterenol in control (Fig. 5, solid line), PKA knockout

FIG. 3. In silico analysis of molecular therapeutics for heart
failure. a, concentration dependence of cyclic AMP accumulation to
isoproterenol in control (solid line), 3
 AC overexpression (dashed), 3

�1-adrenergic receptor overexpression (dotted), and 3
 1/KGs� (affinity
of G�s-GTP for AC; dashed-dotted) treatments, demonstrating efficacy
of each therapy at increasing the response to agonist. All runs per-
formed with 1 mM IBMX. b, concentration dependence of cyclic AMP
accumulation to isoproterenol in control (solid line) and equipotent
treatments: 1.5
 AC overexpression (dashed line), 1.8
 �1-adrenergic
receptor overexpression (dotted line), and 1.9
 1/KGs� (dashed-dotted
line), demonstrating the effects of proposed treatments on basal cyclic
AMP content. Treatments are generally designed to maximize isoprot-
erenol response while maintaining a physiological basal cyclic AMP
content. Results are qualitatively consistent with experimental data
from transgenic mice overexpressing AC5 or �-adrenergic receptor (30,
31).

FIG. 4. Experimental design, using cholera toxin (CTX) to es-
timate fractional AC activation. a, cyclic AMP response to 1 	M

isoproterenol (Iso) with and without 300 ng/ml cholera toxin (gray bars),
compared with experimental data (black bars) (34). b, linear relation-
ship between fractional AC activation and cyclic AMP accumulation,
when measured using 1 mM IBMX at 3 min and normalizing cyclic AMP
accumulation to an experiment measuring cyclic AMP maximally stim-
ulated by isoproterenol and cholera toxin. Note the small range of
physiological fractional AC activation in the absence of cholera toxin
(solid line).
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(�PKA; dashed line), and PKI knockout (�PKI; dotted line)
versions of the model. Whereas PKA is known to be a signifi-
cant cyclic AMP buffer and the primary mediator of cyclic AMP
effects in the cell, the physiological role of the heat-stable
protein kinase inhibitor (PKI) is not well characterized. As
expected, comparison of the control and PKA knockout reveals
significant buffering (the difference between the solid and
dashed lines) over the entire range of isoproterenol concentra-
tions due to PKA. More interesting is the indirect role of PKI in
cyclic AMP buffering at low agonist concentrations (Fig. 5,
compare solid and dotted lines), achieved by shifting the equi-
librium of PKA activation toward greater holoenzyme dissoci-
ation and cyclic AMP retention (see reaction diagram in Fig.
1b). Additionally, PKI significantly increases the apparent Hill
coefficient of PKA activation (from n � 1.0–2.0; Fig. 2c), a
phenomenon known as ultrasensitivity due to a stoichiometric
(high affinity) inhibitor (35).

Whereas buffering of cyclic AMP by PKA and regulation of
buffering by PKI helps maintain the amount of bound cyclic
AMP in the cell (Fig. 5), the free cyclic AMP concentration is
more sensitive to the balance of AC and phosphodiesterase
activities and relatively insensitive to the presence of cyclic
AMP buffers (not shown). These results provide a new perspec-
tive on the functional role of cyclic AMP buffering, in that
buffering may provide a mechanism for maintaining a basal
bound cyclic AMP content that is relatively insensitive to
changes in synthesis (AC) and degradation (phosphodiesterase)
activities. On the cellular level, cyclic AMP buffering may help
maintain the basal phosphorylation state of PKA targets and
enable prompt response to sympathetic stimulation via the
�-adrenergic receptor.

Examining the broader roles of cyclic AMP signaling, we
explore the control of calcium handling mediated by phospho-
rylation of the L-type calcium channel and phospholamban. A
steady-state (1 Hz) calcium transient in an isoproterenol-stim-
ulated cell was computed (Fig. 6a; PLB 	 LCC, solid line),
together with variations in which only LCC (dotted line) or PLB
(dashed line) can be phosphorylated. This analysis allows the
contribution of each target to be distinguished, which would be
difficult to measure experimentally. Whereas LCC and PLB

phosphorylation appear to have similar effects on the magni-
tude of the calcium transient (PLB, 1.07 	M, versus LCC, 1.17
	M; Fig. 6a), PLB appears to be largely responsible for changes
in diastolic calcium (PLB, 0.09 	M, versus LCC, 0.15 	M), half-
relaxation time t1⁄2 (PLB, 101 ms, versus LCC, 109 ms), and SR
Ca2	 load (PLB, 168 	mol/liter cytosol, versus LCC, 114 	mol/
liter cytosol). These values may be compared with basal and
isoproterenol-stimulated data presented above.

PLB knockout simulations were performed to validate with
experimental data (Fig. 6b) (3). By comparing the magnitude of
the calcium transient (systolic calcium concentration) in re-
sponse to isoproterenol in wild-type controls and PLB knockout
models, we assessed the significance of targets other than PLB
to the intropic and lusitropic response of the cell to �-adrener-
gic receptor agonists. This analysis suggests two conclusions.
First, it appears that PLB is a dominant but not the sole PKA
target responsible for inotropic response. Second, because the
model does not include the controversial role of ryanodine
receptor phosphorylation or other targets, it is clear that the
role of LCC phosphorylation may be sufficient (but not the only
contributing source) for the difference between unstimulated
and isoproterenol-stimulated PLB knockout models.

DISCUSSION

Although most experimental efforts have focused on small
portions of the �-adrenergic signaling network at a time, func-
tionally integrated computational models provide an opportu-
nity to analyze systems properties of whole cell responses. A
wealth of past research in �-adrenergic signaling has allowed
us to develop and validate a functionally integrated systems
model of �-adrenergic signaling, calcium handling, and electro-
physiology in the cardiac myocyte. With this systems model, we
investigated how the topology and molecular interactions of the
�-adrenergic signaling network contribute to the control of
excitation-contraction coupling. To accomplish this goal, we
performed systematic in silico perturbations to the �-adrener-
gic network, gaining insight into the responses of the network
to acute genetic and pharmacologic changes. Systems analysis
of such perturbations demonstrated potential in the analysis of
molecular therapeutics, experimental design, and identifica-
tion of signaling control mechanisms.

We began by considering molecular therapeutics, in partic-
ular the analysis of potential gene therapies for heart failure.
Model analysis not only provided the means to directly compare
the effect of receptor overexpression versus adenylyl cyclase
overexpression, but it also suggested a role for a pharmacolog-
ical alternative, in which a hypothetical drug is designed to
increase the affinity of Gs� and adenylyl cyclase. Whereas the
systems model does not reveal how treatments might differ in
their ability to affect or be affected by cross-talk with other

FIG. 5. Role of cyclic AMP buffering by PKA and the heat-
stable PKI. Dose response of cyclic AMP to isoproterenol in control
(solid line), PKI knockout (�PKI; dotted line), and PKA knockout
(�PKA; dashed line) models. Both PKA and PKI contribute signifi-
cantly to cyclic AMP buffering at low stimulus levels, maintaining basal
cyclic AMP levels. Due to network topology, the action of PKI requires
the presence of PKA.

FIG. 6. Role of the LCC and PLB phosphorylation in myocyte
calcium handling. a, calcium transient in isoproterenol-stimulated
cells: normal (solid line), LCC phosphorylation only (dotted line), and
PLB phosphorylation only (dashed line). b, response of calcium tran-
sient magnitude to isoproterenol, both in control and PLB knockout
(PLB KO) models, consistent with experimental data (3).
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non-included pathways (e.g. mitogen-activated protein kinase
or protein kinase C signaling) and compartmentation, the cur-
rent model is clearly useful for systematic comparison of tar-
gets and identifying design goals and constraints. We found
adenylyl cyclase overexpression to be the most sensitive means
of increasing agonist-stimulated adenylyl cyclase activity while
minimizing changes to basal cyclic AMP content. At the same
time, we found evidence for a potential role of pharmacologic
agents that may have similar effects to overexpression while
obviating the need for gene therapy.

Model analysis often exposes systems properties not readily
apparent from examination of a handful of individual experi-
ments. Whereas hypotheses generated using models clearly
require testing, the opportunity exists to design experimental
protocols in silico with which to test these hypotheses. We were
surprised to find that whereas adenylyl cyclase appears to be a
stoichiometrically limiting step in cyclic AMP synthesis (com-
pared with the large amount of G protein), less than 40% of
adenylyl cyclase molecules may be stimulated acutely by G
protein under maximally effective isoproterenol concentration.
This finding appears to be indirectly supported by previous
studies in cardiac myocytes (34). By using the model, we de-
signed a simple protocol using cholera toxin to estimate frac-
tional adenylyl cyclase activation experimentally for any given
stimulus, showing that cyclic AMP measured according to the
protocol should be linearly proportional to the actual fractional
adenylyl cyclase activation. This analysis emphasized the tight
range of fractional activation of adenylyl cyclase achieved in
physiological situations, bounded on the low end by constitu-
tively activated receptors and bounded on the high end by the
number of �-adrenergic receptors able to activate Gs. These
results contribute to our basic understanding of amplification
mechanisms in cyclic AMP signaling networks.

Although cyclic AMP buffering has been known for many
years (26, 36), the functional role it may play has remained
unclear. We found that while cyclic AMP buffering by PKA
greatly influences the total cyclic AMP content (Fig. 5), basal
free cyclic AMP concentration remains much more sensitive to
the balance of cyclic AMP synthesis and degradation. The heat-
stable PKI, whose functional role is not well characterized, was
found in the present study to regulate cyclic AMP buffering and
enable ultrasensitivity for PKA activation. From a systems
perspective, it appears that PKI may provide additional control
over basal cyclic AMP content in the cell at the cost of de-
creased maximal kinase activity. Thus, cyclic AMP buffering by
PKA and its regulation by PKI may have an important role in
the control of the basal phosphorylation state of PKA substrate
proteins in the cell.

Understanding the quantitative role of numerous phospho-
rylation targets toward cellular function is important for concep-
tualizing the fundamental control mechanisms in the cell. We
compared the role of L-type calcium channel and phospholamban
phosphorylation toward isoproterenol-stimulated changes in
calcium handling. Although phosphorylation of both channel
and phospholamban contributes significantly to the magnitude
of the calcium transient (Fig. 6a), other parameters such as
lusitropy, diastolic calcium levels, and SR calcium content ap-
pear to be dominated by phospholamban phosphorylation. This
analysis was further reinforced by the simulation of phospho-
lamban knockouts and their response to isoproterenol. Al-
though other known phosphorylation targets such as troponin
I and the ryanodine receptor complex were not included, the
current model demonstrates that the major changes to contrac-
tility can be accounted for by calcium channel and phospho-
lamban phosphorylation alone.

These studies provide a foundation for a more comprehensive

understanding of �-adrenergic control of cardiac myocyte con-
tractility. Future models may include additional PKA targets
such as the controversial role of ryanodine receptor phospho-
rylation (37), troponin I (38), the sarcolemmal Ca2	-ATPase
(39), and in the case of species such as rabbit or human, Iks and
ICl(CFTR) (3). Adjustments for heart failure (i.e. Na/Ca ex-
changer up-regulation (21), �-adrenergic receptor down-regu-
lation (40), or PLB gene mutations (41)) would allow insight
into the investigation of potential molecular therapeutics. Sys-
tems models may also be useful for understanding the physio-
logical roles of signaling cross-talk and compartmentation. We
have developed a functionally integrated model of �-adrenergic
signaling and control of contractility in the cardiac myocyte,
and we have demonstrated the utility of the model as a tool for
analysis of molecular therapeutics, experimental design strat-
egies, and control mechanisms fundamental to cellular func-
tion. These analyses provide a new systems level perspective
for understanding the cardiac myocyte in health and disease.
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